Background

Health care data exists as distributed forms in numerous organizations. It is important to share the distributed data to obtain more various characteristics or information of patients. If the distributed data can be used to obtain various patient information, it would provide a better insight for a research[1]. Despite the benefits of utilizing distributed data, it is difficult to share the health care data of individuals, with confidential characteristics, because of ethical, administrative, legal, and political barriers[2].

In order to integrate horizontally distributed data, it is needed to standardize the data through Common Data Model(CDM), but way to analyze the distributed data is another important issue. The goal of this study is to develop an prediction model based on multi-institutional data without sharing patient-level data.

Methods

Suppose that there are three institutions (A, B, and C) and sample size of each institution is equal to n. The process of weight-based integrated model is as follows.

The data of each institution are randomly split into two parts, Z(1) and Z(2). The first part, Z(1), is to estimate a predictive model and the second part, Z(2), is to evaluate the performance of the predictive model. Generate m pairs of Z(1) and Z(2), respectively, in each institution. Let i, i=1,...,m, denote the number of a pair of (Z(1), Z(2)). For example, on institution A, there are m pairs of (Z(1), Z(2)), ..., (Z(m)1, Z(m)2). And, after building ith model of institution A using Z(x)1, ith weight on the ith model of institution A is calculated by fitting the ith model of institution A into Z(x)2. This process is also applied to other institution and m weights are generated for each institution. The better the model of the institution fits into overall data, the greater the weight on the model of the institution calculates well. The final weight on the model of each institution estimates as average of m weights and the integrated model is constructed based on estimated weight.

For an experiment, we used Fever Coach mobile healthcare application data for care of feverish children. We generated three horizontally distributed data which were extracted from vaccination data of Fever Coach collected between from September 2016 to December 2018. The sample size of each institution is 300 and we used logistic regression (LR) model as a model for validation.

Results

Among the variables in LR model, dependent variable is fever(body temperature≥39°C) for 72 hours after vaccination and independent variables are age(month), gender, febrile convolution(yes or no), vaccination type (single or multiple vaccines) and duration time(hour, body temperature≥38°C for 72 hours).

The predictive performances of LR models of the three institution were different, and the performance of institution A was better than that of the other two institutions. (Figure 1. (a)). We performed the weight-based LR model with 200 replications and final estimated weights were 0.2905, 0.3634 and 0.3461 on institution A, B, and C, respectively. The area under the curve(AUC) of the proposed LR model was 75.98%(72.89%-79.08%) and the centralized LR model was 75.72%(72.61%-78.83%) (Figure 1. (b)).

Conclusions

In this paper, it is shown that the weight-based LR model provides the same prediction as the centralized LR model through mobile application data-based simulation. The proposed model can help to build a prediction model that reflects the characteristics of various institutions in situations where data can’t be shared.
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